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Initiatives: Customer Acquisition for Tech CEOs

Tech CEOs know that demand generation is a core aspect of

growing the business. But few tech CEOs have all their employees

using social media to help promote the company. Use this

research to educate your employees about the benefits of

employee advocacy and how to approach social media.

Overview

Key Challenges

Recommendations

To improve customer acquisition, tech CEOs need to:

Tech CEOs may be reluctant to encourage employees to engage in social media on

the brand’s behalf as they may feel it is an intrusion and goes beyond the

expectations of any employee.

■

Employees across industries are often afraid to talk about their employers on social

media because they don’t know what they can or should say.

■

Many tech CEOs believe that professional salespeople and marketing teams are the

only ones that can position and sell technology. By doing so, they miss the

opportunity for improved employee engagement and satisfaction, which has been

proven to drive revenue and profitability.

■

Encourage all staff to engage and support marketing efforts by levering their social

networks to share company and industry information.

■

https://www.gartner.com/explore/initiatives/overview/15154
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Introduction
Tech CEOs can achieve better, more sustainable results through employee engagement

and culture development around sales and marketing, but the process must be deliberate,

highly focused and genuine. Building a sales- and marketing-oriented culture will help to

enable the realization of company revenue objectives, but it also creates an attractive

work environment that fosters informal advocacy from all employees in the organization.

Key definitions to understand in building out a process are:

Analysis
The premise is to create an employee advocacy environment where people want to

promote and discuss your brand. These employee advocates extend brand-centric

conversation to emphasize how the company helps business, how it helps customers, and

the good it provides the marketplace with its technology or services. Provide employees

the messaging on customer successes and tools to engage in personal or online

conversations in the right format or context.

Employee advocacy programs enable a marketing team to distribute marketing content

directly to employees, typically via a mobile application, for those employees to share with

their social networks, typically on LinkedIn, Twitter or Facebook. Because employees

connect their social media accounts to the app, the marketing team can then track the

reach and engagement of employee-shared content.

Incorporate employee advocacy skills by onboarding, training and encouraging all

staff to engage and support marketing efforts using social media and industry

networking sites and providing social media templates and industry networking

guidelines.

■

Support marketing and model behaviors to enhance social media initiatives by

training and exemplifying a sales and marketing attitude.

■

Employee Engagement — employees’ active consumption of and participation in

company news and information

■

Employee Advocacy — employees’ sharing of company content with their

professional social networks

■

Social Selling — the use of social media and other tools tools to identify, nurture and

convert sales opportunities

■
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Incorporate Employee Advocacy Skills in Onboarding, Training and
Communications

Creating a high-performing talent organization encompasses many components. Of

course, employees must be oriented and trained to support their specific roles, but most

often, tech CEOs miss out on the opportunity to apply sales- and marketing-oriented

training when onboarding that can lead to significant employee engagement and faster

growth.

Increasingly, successful tech CEOs who work in close coordination with their executive

teams, human resources and sales and marketing teams are implementing employee

advocacy programs. These programs are not only a social marketing play, but also a way

to increase employee engagement and satisfaction within an organization.

Assess managers’ attitudes toward engaging employee advocacy to ensure no biases

exist.

The business results justify this goal; companies with a highly engaged workforce are

21% more profitable. 1 Formal employee advocacy programs offer more than a beneficial

internal engagement boost — they positively impact sales. Nearly 64% of advocates

involved in a formal employee advocacy program cited attracting and developing new

business as a positive program benefit, and nearly 45% attributed new revenue streams to

employee advocacy (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Perceived Sales Benefits of Employee Advocacy Program

Only 34% of workers in the United States describe themselves as engaged. 2 Companies

with highly engaged employees outperform their peers in customer satisfaction and

productivity.

Enabling social sharing extends marketing reach, especially on increasingly algorithmic-

driven news feeds and in “dark” social conversations, which are the “invisible” shares that

happen through channels like messengers, direct messaging on Twitter/apps, email and

text messages. It’s also a critical way to scale an organization’s efforts on LinkedIn, a

natural environment for employee advocacy programs (see “Achieve Your Marketing

Objectives on LinkedIn”).

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/714887?ref=authbody&refval=
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Educating every employee on the importance and necessity of supporting sales and

marketing requires careful planning both in technology and the delivery of information

through both formal and informal upskilling. The benefits of leveraging employees as

brand advocates are backed by solid evidence. Multiple studies have shown that

consumers trust product or service recommendations from people they know more than

ads on social networks. According to the 2019 Edelman Trust Barometer, only 47% of

consumers see CEOs as a credible source of information about a company, while 53%

trust information shared by regular employees and 65% trust information shared by a

company technical expert. 3 Understand the mindset of different groups of employees,

and build around specific propositions to different groups of employees. As an example, a

more customer-focused message built around great things that the product or

development did for the customer is much more likely to stick and get action.

In the process of enabling employee advocacy programs, a set of social marketing

technology vendors has emerged. From social marketing management suites to endpoint

solution providers, these vendors include Bambu by Sprout Social, Dynamic Signal,

EveryoneSocial, SocialChorus, Hootsuite Amplify and GaggleAMP. Employee community

and collaboration tools such as Slack and Yammer can also play a role in engagement

(see “Market Guide for Employee Advocacy Tools” and Note 1 for vendor outlines and

representative clients).

These providers have primarily built mobile solutions around a variety of use cases,

including:

Encourage All Staff to Engage and Support Marketing Efforts by Providing Social Media

and Industry Networking Guidelines

Awareness building■

Lead generation■

Social selling■

Recruiting■

Event boosting■

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/364517?ref=authbody&refval=
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With almost 4 billion people using social media, 4 it is impossible to ignore the marketing

opportunity that social media presents. Marketing leaders are responding to this

opportunity by investing 23.7% of all digital media spend in social media (see “Guide to

2019-2020 CMO Spend Survey Research”). However, the constantly shifting social media

terrain puts pressure on marketing leaders’ ability to execute effectively.

Successfully engaging employees is critical in building awareness or making conversions

from your employees’ networks. By formally having these networks distribute content, you

can determine the audience you engage with and the action you want that audience to

take (see “Use This Formula to Focus Your Social Marketing Strategy”).

Tech CEOs and their employees carry a tremendous amount of expertise, thought

leadership, and day-to-day work experience. Harness this talent and use it to your

advantage.

The average number of connections per regular user on LinkedIn is 400. 5

Just basic math will lead the tech CEO to conclude they are missing out on opportunities.

Let’s say a tech or services company has 20 employees, and five have LinkedIn accounts,

each having 400 business connections on LinkedIn. These employees have 2,000

connections, each of which has 400 business connections, resulting in 800,000

connections in total and on and on. Now take Facebook, Instagram, TikTok and the many

other social media platforms that are out there. It is safe to guess that someone knows

someone who can benefit from what the company does. LinkedIn alone boasts nearly 675

million users worldwide and has established itself as the go-to social network for

business professionals.

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/715381?ref=authbody&refval=
https://www.gartner.com/document/code/383515?ref=authbody&refval=
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Figure 2: The Opportunity for Social Business Reach

Influence stakeholder opinion on good news and learning related to your company,

products, industry, or community involvement. Simplify your content for stakeholders, and

use storytelling to simplify your teaching. Include a succinct synopsis of your position (if

unable to share the full position). And provide stakeholders with additional learning

opportunities. Direct stakeholders toward additional content (either greater in-depth

coverage of the subject or additional content on the general topic).

Key actions to take:

Create a formal, easy-to-use process for employees to consistently promote already-

created content.

■

Provide fresh content from media engagements.■

Create an internal forum for employees to offer ideas in a fun and safe environment.

See “Mobilize Your Workforce to Enhance Social Marketing Through Employee

Advocacy.”

■

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/421833?ref=authbody&refval=
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In terms of what not to do:

Support Marketing and Model Behaviors to Enhance Social Media
Initiatives

Tech CEOs at their core want customers to be happy and to find new prospects to sell to

and ultimately grow the business. They must lead the charge with social media, as they

struggle with the opposing pressures of rising resource constraints and customer

expectations. The tech CEO must create a structure to support company goals, and using

social media is a key aspect of bringing the employees together and reaching the

marketplace and showing the market what they are all about.

Having a structured process for all employees is key, but the tech CEO must lead the

way.

Creating a transparent system of actions that employees can take can quantify outcomes,

and this is not limited to activities or the amount of time spent on engagement. Tech

CEOs must lead the way to focus on coaching, guiding and enabling managers who

oversee employees to engage and be a part of growing the company.

Encourage involvement in industry groups, and offer employees the time to

participate and engage.

■

Whether your employee is a management leader, a SaaS marketing expert, a

product manager, a developer or a customer success expert, each has groups

or interests they are involved in.

■

Reward employees who engage at industry conferences or use their expertise to

promote themselves and the company. Engagement such as this leads to

conversations that can lead to opportunities.

■

Don’t ask employees to create new content if they are not interested in doing so.■

Don’t encourage employees to post across all their networks. Only focus on relevant

professional social networks where they are present.

■

Don’t require posts to be cleared by marketing or punish employees for posting well-

intentioned content that doesn’t match marketing guidelines.

■
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Tech CEOs and their management teams can facilitate knowledge sharing and social

sharing through building teams that may focus on an event, a press release or product

launch. For example, have the product managers get together to write a white paper on the

new offering, and collectively post and point to the benefits and features of this new

offering. See “Harness Disruption and Transform Your Customers.”

For employees who want to engage to a great degree, provide opportunities to increase

their visibility by working on special projects that promote an event like charitable “service

days.” Put them in situations where they can participate with others in the company and

promote the good a company is doing.

Social interactions include all options through LinkedIn, Facebook, TikTok and many

more. Tech CEOs can demonstrate how they are driving the company’s message through

their personal network and through social connections. See “5 Ways to Succeed in B2B

Social Media Marketing.”

Good news from the tech CEO will travel fast, and employees should be highly

encouraged to use social media. Resources can come as easily from across the globe as

they can from the next workstation; new answers and solutions can, as well.

As with any new social marketing program, tech CEOs need to define their goals upfront

and share them on a continuous basis with the company. Keep in mind that your first

priority should be employee engagement with the organization, before the focus turns to

marketing objectives.

Work with marketing and human resources to:

Understand where communication gaps exist — especially those that drive turnover

and contribute to employee satisfaction issues.

■

Address how an employee advocacy program can help overcome challenges by

better connecting employees to the brand and the organization’s senior leadership.

■

Survey employees on the types of information they want more of and how they

would prefer to receive that information.

■

Use surveys to create baselines around employees’ knowledge about the company,

the organization’s goals and workers’ willingness to share that information.

■

Use these later to gauge the value of your efforts.■

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/728284?ref=authbody&refval=
https://www.gartner.com/document/code/304320?ref=authbody&refval=
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With marketing budgets trending downwards it is imperative that tech CEOs get more

leverage from their employee base.

Marketing leaders are facing the opposing pressures of rising resource constraints and

customer expectations. Results from Gartner’s 2020 Annual CMO Spend Survey show

flattening marketing budgets as a percentage of overall revenue (see Figure 3). In addition,

nearly half (44%) of CMOs are facing midyear budget cuts in 2020 as a direct result of the

COVID-19 pandemic. Eleven percent expect their budgets to face significant cuts of more

than 15%. 6 On the other hand, rising customer expectations mean they have to invest in

new digital and operations resources to remain competitive in the marketplace. See “Key

Trends From Marketing Organizational Structure Analysis.”

Figure 3: Marketing Budget Evolution

Tech CEOs and their marketing organizations must recognize that one of the inherent

values of their employees, in addition to their experience, is their connections. It is not

unusual to see employees in a dilemma about the use of their personal connections for

corporate purposes. If the tech CEO is leveraging his or her network, it will be viewed more

positively.

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/718576?ref=authbody&refval=
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Tech CEOs must engage and create a collaborative environment that encourages an

employee’s individual passion and contribution. Look for interactions that you believe will

catch on quickly, and get others on your management team to champion some of these

interactions on their own projects. Bring these ideas to staff meetings and all-company

meetings.

Examples of interactions to exemplify:

Schedule brainstorming sessions with employees to think of new ideas to promote the

company, and always share successes and encourage employees to recast the success

into their own story that relates back to their daily work.

Social marketing plays a well-established role across the customer journey. Marketing

leaders view social marketing as the most effective channel across every stage of the

customer journey — from awareness through advocacy.

Knowledgeable and confident social marketers leverage the company’s employee base

and double down on social marketing. When social marketers are increasingly confident

in their capabilities and the channel’s ability to deliver value across the customer journey,

great results happen.

Evidence
1  “The Right Culture: Not Just About Employee Satisfaction,” Gallup

 “Employee Advocacy: Everything You Need to Know When Implementing and Running an

Employee Advocacy Program,” PostBeyond

Community service opportunities■

Rallying around a virtual or live event■

The launch of new products■

A significant milestone for the company■

https://www.gallup.com/workplace/231602/right-culture-not-employee-satisfaction.aspx
https://www.postbeyond.com/employee-advocacy-guide/
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2020 Gartner CMO Spend Survey: The purpose of this survey is to understand the

marketing priorities and budget allocations of marketers to help clients benchmark,

allocate spend and prioritize. The research was conducted online from March 2020

through May 2020 among 432 respondents in the United States (44%), Canada (8%),

France (12%), Germany (11%) and the United Kingdom (25%). Respondents were required

to have involvement in decisions pertaining to setting or influencing marketing strategy

and planning, as well as have involvement in aligning marketing budget/resources.

Eighty-four percent of the respondents came from organizations with $1 billion or more in

annual revenue. The respondents came from a variety of industries: financial services (55

respondents), high tech (49 respondents), manufacturing (68 respondents), consumer

products (44 respondents), media (50 respondents), retail (55 respondents), healthcare

providers (38 respondents), IT and business services (27 respondents), and travel and

hospitality (46 respondents).

The survey was developed collaboratively by a team of Gartner analysts who follow

marketing and was reviewed, tested and administered by Gartner’s Research Data and

Analytics team.

Disclaimer: Results this study do not represent global findings or the market as a whole

but reflect sentiment of the respondents and companies surveyed.

This research is based upon a wide variety of primary and secondary data sources

including vendor briefings, end-user inquiries, published financials, user wants and needs

survey data, personal observations and provider interviews. The positions outlined and

opinions expressed were formulated over an extended period of time to ensure that

scenarios were able to play out and hypotheses could be validated. All assumptions,

conclusions and recommendations have been tested and refined in conjunction with

members of Gartner’s infrastructure services research community to ensure that they

comprehensively and objectively describe the major and minor trends impacting today’s IT

services market, their impacts upon the provider community and Gartner’s

recommendations regarding how they should be addressed.

2  “Employee Engagement on the Rise in the U.S.,” Gallup.

3  “2019 Edelman Trust Barometer,” Edelman.

4  “Digital 2020,” Hootsuite.

5  “69+ LinkedIn Statistics That Matter in 2020,” TechJury.

https://news.gallup.com/poll/241649/employee-engagement-rise.aspx
https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2019-03/2019_Edelman_Trust_Barometer_Global_Report.pdf
https://hootsuite.com/resources/digital-2020
https://techjury.net/blog/linkedin-statistics/#gref
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6 “2020 CMO Spend Survey, Part 1: CMOs Gamble on Swift Recovery, but Strategic

Priorities Reveal Hedging”

Note 1: Vendor Outlines and Representative Clients
The following vendor outlines are from “Market Guide for Employee Advocacy Tools.”

Representative Vendors

The vendors listed in the aforementioned Market Guide do not imply an exhaustive list.

This section is intended to provide more understanding of the market and its offerings.

Dynamic Signal

San Bruno, California

 dynamicsignal.com

Profile: Dynamic Signal has evolved its product and positioning beyond employee

advocacy (social sharing) to an employee communication and engagement platform, with

integrations with a variety of internal communication and collaboration tools, including

Microsoft SharePoint, Sitecore, Yammer, Cisco Webex Teams, Workplace by Facebook and

Slack. For marketers, the platform supports employee advocacy and social selling use

cases, with large-scale deployments to well over 100,000 users.

Best Fit: Marketers seeking an enterprise scale employee advocacy solution with deep

capabilities for the broader organization’s internal communications needs.

Clients Include: Air Canada, GE, Cisco, IBM and P&G

EveryoneSocial

Sandy, Utah

 everyonesocial.com

Profile: EveryoneSocial supports employee advocacy and social selling use cases, and

emphasizes ease of use of the platform to encourage employee participation. An

integration with Salesforce allows employees to share content within that platform, while

an integration with Adobe Analytics helps marketers measure results. The tool supports

gamification elements and channel partner activation.

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/715362?ref=authbody&refval=
https://www.gartner.com/document/code/364517?ref=authbody&refval=
https://dynamicsignal.com/
https://everyonesocial.com/
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Best Fit: Marketers looking to support employee advocacy, social selling and channel

partners though a simple user interface.

Clients Include: Adobe, Dell, Electronic Arts and Kelly Services

GaggleAMP

Somerville, Massachusetts

 gaggleamp.com

Profile: Founded in 2010, GaggleAMP is one of the longest-established providers in the

market. Its approach to employee advocacy programs focuses first on employee mindset

and motivation to help marketers strategize their deployments. Beyond sharing of content,

the GaggleAMP platform encourages and rewards social and digital behaviors, like

following and retweeting industry thought leaders, or writing Glassdoor reviews. Marketers

can set up multiple content and activity streams based on employee role, need and social

media savvy. It has integrations with Salesforce, Slack and marketing automation

platforms. Agencies can leverage a custom solution to manage programs on behalf of

multiple clients.

Best Fit: Marketers and agencies seeking an employee advocacy solution that enables a

wide range of social and digital behaviors. Marketers with distributed sales and channel

partner needs may find GaggleAMP’s experience in this area appealing.

Clients Include: Bright Horizons, Informatica, Ricoh U.S., Thomson Reuters, Xerox

Hootsuite

Vancouver, British Columbia

 hootsuite.com/products/amplify

Profile: Hootsuite’s social media management platform includes employee advocacy and

internal communications solutions within its Amplify product. Social selling is available

as an add-on for Hootsuite clients. The Hootsuite ecosystem integrates with CRM and

content management solutions such as Salesforce, Marketo and Adobe Experience

Manager.

Best Fit: Marketers seeking employee advocacy and social selling capabilities as part of a

larger, established social marketing management suite.

https://www.gaggleamp.com/
https://hootsuite.com/products/amplify
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Clients Include: AccorHotels, Oslo and Akershus University College, Seekers Media

Sociabble

Paris, France

 sociabble.com

Profile: Sociabble’s platform broadens beyond employee advocacy and social selling to

support internal communications, customer advocacy and influencer marketing, as well

as social command center capabilities. Entirely hosted on Microsoft Azure, the application

offers the option to fully integrate with and launch using Office 365 authentication and

may also be embedded into SharePoint.

Best Fit: Companies in the high tech, financial services, manufacturing and retail

industries may find Sociabble a strong fit. The platform has robust governance

capabilities, including French Prudential Supervision and Resolution Authority (ACPR) and

EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) compliance. These capabilities make it a

strong fit especially for distributed global financial services firms with multilingual social

network requirements and complex oversight processes.

Clients Include: BNP Paribas, The Coca-Cola Co., Microsoft, Orange and Roche

SocialChorus

San Francisco, California

 socialchorus.com

Profile: One of the larger providers in the market, SocialChorus is positioned as a

workforce communications platform with functionality to support employee advocacy at

scale. SocialChorus enables marketers to source, curate and distribute content via

integrations with SharePoint, Yammer, Workplace by Facebook and Slack, along with

marketing platforms like Marketo and Salesforce.

Best Fit: Enterprise marketers seeking a broad internal communications platform with

capabilities in employee engagement and advocacy.

Clients Include: American Express, Carnival, The Dow Chemical Company, Estee Lauder

and Shell

https://www.sociabble.com/
https://www.socialchorus.com/
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